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Abst ract - -For  a sequence of bounded linear operator {An}~=0 on a Banach space X, we inves- 
tigate the characterization f exponential dichotomy of the difference quations Vn+l = Anvn. We 
characterize the exponential dichotomy of difference quations in terms of the existence of solutions 
to the equations Vn+l = Anvn + fn in loo space. Then we apply the results to study the exponential 
dichotomy of evolution families generated by evolution equations. (~) 2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All 
rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
In this paper,  we are concerned with difference quations of the form 
x,~+l = A~x~,  n E N, (1.1) 
and 
xn+l  = Anxn + fn ,  n c N, (1.2) 
where A,~, n -- 0, 1, 2 , . . . ,  is a sequence of bounded linear operators  on a given Banach space X ,  
xn,  f~ ~X.  
One of the central interests in the asymptot ic  behavior of solutions to equat ion (1.1) is to 
find condit ions for solutions of equation (1.1) to be stable, unstable, and especial ly to have an 
exponent ia l  d ichotomy (see, e.g., [1-5] and the references therein for more detai ls on the history 
of this problem).  In the inf inite-dimensional case, a sufficient condit ion for equat ion (1.1) to have 
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an exponential dichotomy is an a priori condition that the stable space is complemented (see, 
e.g., [2]). In our recent paper (see [6]) in the case evolution equations, we have replaced this 
condition by a rather Perron-styled one. As a result, we have obtained a necessary and sufficient 
condition for an evolution equation to have an exponential dichotomy. As is known, there is 
an analogy between difference quations and differential equations• The central purpose of this 
paper is to provide for linear difference equations the analogues of the most central results for 
linear evolution equations. Moreover, we will show that using the obtained results, one can find 
sufficient conditions for linear evolution equations to have an exponential dichotomy. 
To describe our construction in more detail, we will use the following notations: in this paper, 
X denotes a given complex Banach space. As usual, we denote by N, R,  R+,  and C the set of 
natural, real, nonnegative real, and complex numbers, respectively. Throughout his paper, we 
shall consider the following sequence spaces: 
l ec (N 'X)  := {v  = {Vn}neN : Vn E X : sup vn < ~} := 
I ° (N ,X)  := {v = {vn} : v • loo; v0 = O} := l°oo, 
l~([n0, oc ) ,X ) := {v = {vn} : v • l~; 0 < no <_ n • N}.  
Let {A~}~eN be a sequence of bounded linear operators from X to X which is uniformly bounded. 
That  means that there exists M > 0 such that IlAnxll <_ Mllxll for all n • N and x • X. Next 
we define a discrete evolution family/d = (U~ ~)~>,,~>0 associated with the sequence {A~}neN 
as follows: 
U~,.,~ = Id, (the identity operator in X) ,  
U,~,,~ = A~- IA~-2""  A~,  for 'n > m. 
The uniform boundedness of {A,~} yields the exponential boundedness of the evolution family 
(U,~,,~),~>,,~>0. That is, there exist positive constants K ,a  such that I[U~,,~][ <_ Ke~(~-m)llx[]; 
xcX;n>m>_O.  
DEFINITION 1.1. Equation (1.1) is said to have an exponential dichotomy if there exist a sequence 
of projection ( P~)nEN 011 X and positive constants N, ~ such that the following" hold true. 
(1) A,~P~ = P,~+IA,~. 
(2) A,~ : ker P,~ --~ ker Pn+l is an isomorphisn?, and we denote its inverse by A~ 1. 
(3) IIG.,,~xll <_ Ne-" (n - "o l l z I I ;  n > m > o; z • PmX.  
(4) Denote by a I ...... = A~} A -1 • I,~+l "'" A~,~1-1; n > m, and U I ....... = Id; then 
II<m,JII -< '~ -> m > 0; x • kerP~. 
We define an operator T : lo~ --+ lo~ as follows: if u = {u~}, f = {fi~} • loo, satisfy equa- 
tion (1.2), set, 
Tu:= f. 
For u = {'a,~} • loo, take f = {fn} where f,~ = Un+l - A~u~, we have [[fnll -< (1 + M)[[u][l~, 
and hence, f • loo and Tu = f .  That means D(T)  = loo. It is easy to derive that operator T is 
a well-defined, bounded linear operator. We denote the restriction of T on l ° by To. From the 
definition of T, the following are obvious. 
REMARK 1.2. 
(i) kerT  = {u = {an} c loo : u,, = Un.ouo}, n • N.  
(ii) It is easy to verify that To is injective. Indeed, let u = {u,~}, v = {v.,~} c l ° ,  and 
Tou = Toy. Then we have u0 = v0 = 0, ut = (Tou)o = (Tov)o = Vl, u2 = AlUl  + (T0U)l = 
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AlVl  + (T0V)l = v2 , . . . ,  Un+l = Anun + (Tou)n = A~vn + (Tov)n = v~+l, for all n E N.  
Hence, u = v. 
(iii) D(To)  o = l o. Indeed, for u = {un} E l ° ,  taking f = {fi~} where f~ = u~+l - A,~un, we 
have Ilfnll - < (1 4- M)llu[It~ , and hence, f C loo and Tou = f .  That  means D(To) = loc.o 
Recall that  for an operator B on a Banach space Y, the approximate point spectrum Act(B) 
of B is the set of all complex numbers ,~ such that  for every e > 0 there exists y c D(B)  with 
I[Yll = 1 and I](,~ - B)yll <_ c. The following lemmas will be needed in the sequel. 
LEMMA 1.3. Let {)/n}n>n>no be positive real numbers, and let c > 1 and K,a  > 0 be constants 
n 
srlch that X~ <- Ke~(~-n°) and ~-~k=~0 )/n)/k 1 ~- C with no <_ n < nl.  Then there exist N,  
dependent only on K, c, a such that X~ <- Ne- ' (n -n° )  for no <_ n < nl. 
n 1 PROOF. Put  S,~ = ~k=no( / ) /k ) .  From )/n,Sn < C, we have 
-1  
- -  < _c  -1 .  
)/nS,~ - 
Hence, 
Sn-1  : S n -- Xn  1 = S n (1  -- 
Therefore, 1/Sn < (1 -c -1 ) /S~_1 .  Thus, 
1) 
)/noOn _< Sn(1 -c -1 ) .  
(1--c -1) (1 -c - l )  n-n° (C~_c l )  n-n° 
c < c < " "  < c = c(1 - c -1 )n -n°Xn o < Kc  
) /~<$7-  &- i  - - &o  - ' \ / 
By choosing N = Kc; u = lnc / (c -  1), we complete the proof. | 
LEMMA 1.4. Let {) /n}nEN be a sequence of positive real numbers. Assume that there are con- 
stants c > 1 and K,  a > 0 such that )/n <- Kea(n-m)) /m and 
£ ) /m) /~ 1 _< c, 
k=rn 
Vn >m > O. 
Then there exist N,  ~ dependent only on K,  c, a such that Xn >- Ne~(n-m)xm for n _> m _> 0. 
n 1 PROOF. Put  Sm = ~k=m(/Xk) .  From xm.Sm < c, we have 
-1  




Sn = ~n--1 -- Xn 1 ~'~ ~n--1 (,1 
Therefore, 1 /Sn- ,  < 1 -e -1 /Sn .  Thus, 
, )  
Xn-7~n-1 ~ ~n-1 (1 -  C-1).  
(1 - -e  -1) 
c ~l-c- ' j '~-m(~ =c(1-c -  X,~. c ~rn ~ Sr n ~ C ~ ' ' '  ~ 1) n -m 
- -  - -  Sm + 1 - - Sn 
To finish the proof, we can choose N = 1/c; v = lnc/ (c  - 1). 
2.  EXPONENTIAL  STABIL ITY  OF  
i D ISCRETE BOUNDED ORBITS  
In this section, we will give a sufficient condition for stabil ity of bounded orbits of a discrete 
evolution family b/. The obtained results will be used in the next section to characterize the 
exponential  dichotomy of equation (1.1). 
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THEOREM 2.1. Let the operator To defined as above satisfy the condition 0 ~ Aa(2b).  Then 
every discrete bounded orbit of Lt is exponentially stable. Precisely, if 
sup IIU~.~ozll < ~,  
no<_nEN 
with x ~ X and no > 0, then there exist positive constants N, u independent of x and no such 
that 
I Iu.,,,o:~ll <- lv~- ' -" ( '~-~)I Ig~. ,~ozl l ,  ,~ > s > ,~o. 
PROOF. Let us start by proving that 
Wi thout  loss of generality, we may assume that Ilzll = 1, Since 0 ~ Act(To), there exists a 
constant ~ > 0 such that 117bvll >_ ~llvll, for v ~ l ° .  Replacing ~ by a smaller one if necessary, 
we (:an assume that 5 < 1. Let u,~ = Urz.r,o x fbr n_>Tto; nl  := sup{n _> no : UTz,r~o x¢O}.  The 
exponential  boundedness of/A yields 
II~<ll ~ Kc <'-'~°1", 'a _> no, 
where K, o~ are positive constants. For any naturM number n2 < oo such that no _< 'a2 _< hi ,  take 
,v = {~,d ,  
f = { f~d,  
O, for 0 < n < n0, 
'un for n0 < n < n2, 
with  v,, = k=~o II,*A.II' - - 
'u~ ~ , fo rn>n2,  
~-=,., II~kll 
0, fo r0<n<n0-1 ,  
'u,~+l for 'no - 1 < n < n2, with J'n = [ lu~+l[ [ ' 
O, for n _> n> 
Then v~+l = A,~v,, + .f,~ and v ~ l ° ,  f ~ l~.  It follows that T0v = f and Ilfll >- csllvll. That  
i nean8 
1 < II:ll,  -- 1 or II,*, ll Z 1 < 
n 
1 
asup [1'<,11 II~*,~ll - I1~-II - a 
n k=7~o ~7=TIO 
Lemma 1.3 yields the existences of N, u > 0 such that I lunll _< Ne -'O~-n°). 
Now we fix s > n0, and set y := U~,,~ox. Then sup,~_>.~ IIu,~,.~yll < oo, and 
IIu~.~o:rll = IIU~,~yll < Ne-" (  . . . . .  )ltyll = N~. - ' (  ..... ~) IIU.%,~oxll, ,~ > s. 
From this theorem, we obtain the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, we have 
Xo(no) := {a :EX:  sup~_>~o ][Un"~°x[[< oc} 
= { .  c x :  Ilu,~,~o~ll -< Ne-"c~-'~°>ll,~:ll; ~ -> "~o _> 0} ,  
for certain positive constants N, u, is a closed linear subspace of X.  
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3.  EXPONENTIAL  D ICHOTOMY 
We will characterize the exponential dichotomy of equation (1.1) by using the operators To, T. 
In particular, applying Corollary 2.2, we will get necessary and sufficient conditions for exponen- 
tial dichotomy in Hilbert spaces and finite-dimensional spaces. 
LEMMA 3.1. Assume that equation (1.1) has an exponential dichotomy with corresponding family 
of projections Pn, n >_ 0 and constants N > O, L, > O; then M := supn__ o [[P~[I < oo. 
PROOF. Fix no > 0, and set pO := P~o; p1 := Id -P~o,  Xk = PkX, k = 0,1. Set 70 := 
inf{[[x ° +xl[[  : x k E Xk, ][x°[[ = [[xl[[ = 1}. I fx  E X and Pkx ~ 0, then 
pox P lx  I 1 pOx [IP°xI[ P 'x  
~o -< ~ + i iPlxl l  < ~ + [iplx[ I
< x + IIP°xlly x- -IIP xll P'x < --.211xll 
_ _ IIPO(x)l I 
Hence, ][P°ll < 2/7~o. It remains to show that there is constant c > 0 (independent of no) such 
that 7~o -> c. For this, fix x k C Xk, k = 0.1, with Ilxk[I = 1. By the exponential boundedness 
of/4, we have ItUn,no(x°+xl)]] < Ke~(~-n°)llx°+xll] for n _> no and constants K,  ~ > 0. Thus, 
I1 x° + o + U.,.oX' fl 
> t(--le--°~(n--no)(N-let~(n-no) Ne-V(n -no) )  ._~: Cn_no , 
and hence, %o -> gn-no. Obviously Cm > 0 for nt sufficiently large. Thus, 0 < cm < %0. | 
Now we come to our first main result. It characterizes the exponential dichotomy of equa- 
tion (1.1) by properties of the operator T. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let {An}nEN be a [amily of bounded linear and uniformly bounded operators 
on the Banach space X. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) Equation (1.1) has an exponential dichotomy. 
(ii) T is surjeetive and )2o(0) is complemented in X. 
PROOF. 
(i) ~ (ii). Let (Pn)n>O be the family of projections determined by the exponential dichotomy. 
Then X0(0) = PoX, and hence, X0(0) is complemented. If f E l~ define v = {Vn}~S by 
Vn = ~ U,~,kPkA - 
k=0 
oo 
Uin,k(Id - Pk)fk, (3.1) 
k=n+l 
then v~+l = Anvn + fn and v E l~. By the definition of T, we have Tv = f. Therefore 
T :lcc ~ l~ is surjective. 
(ii) ~ (i). 
(A) Let Z C X be a complement of )20(0) in X; i.e., X = X0(0) • Z. Set Xl(n) = Un,oZ. 
Then 
Un,sXo(s) C_ Xo(n), Un,~Xl(s) = Xl(n), n > s > 0. (3.2) 
(B) There are constants N, ~ > 0 such that 
IpUn,OXll ~> Ne ~<~-8) IIU~,oxll, for x C XI(0), n > s > 0. (3.3) 
In fact, let Y := {(Vn)ne N E Ice : VO E XI(0)} endowed with/oo-norm. Then Y is a closed 
subspace of the Banach space Ice, and hence, Y is complete. By Remark 1.2, we have 
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kerT  := {v < l~  : vn = U,~,oz for some z E X0(0)}. Since X = X0(0) @ XI(0) and T is 
surjective, we obtain 
T : Y--+ loc 
is bi jective and hence an isomorphism. Thus, there is a constant 6 > 0 such that  
Ilrvllz~ ~> ~l>llz~, for v C Y. (3.4) 
Lett ing 0 ¢; x ~ XI(0) ,  set u~ := U,,,oX, n _> 0. By Remark 1.2, we have u~ # 0 for all 
n _> 0. For a natura l  large number r > 0, take v = {v,~}, f = {f ,} ,  where 
1 
'an k fo r0<'n<r ,  
V n = k=rz+l tl~kll ' -- 
0, for n > r, 
'Un+l for 0 < 'n < "r, 
0, for 'n > r. 
Then v E Y and f E loo, which satisfy the equation v~+, = A~'vn + f~. It follows that  
Hence, 
k 1 k 1 < 1 
1 _> ~11~,~11 II~ktl ~ It~,,11 II~kll - ~ + 1. 
k=n+ 1 k=n 
Therefore, the exponential  boundedness of gg and Lenmm 1.4 imply that  there are con- 
stants N, t, > 0 independent of z such that  
(C)  X = X0(,/,  ) ~ Xl('f~,), ,z E a .  
Let Y c L,o be as in (B). Then by Remark 1.2, 1 ° C Y. From this and (3.4), we have 
]]~/})vl]z~ > ~l]v]l/~, for v E l°oc. Thus, 0 ¢ Aa(T0) and Corol lary 2.2 imply that  Xo('n) is 
closed. F~'om (3.2), (3.3), and the closedness of X~(0), we can easily derive that  Xl(,Z) is 
closed and X~(n) N X0('n) = {0} for rt > 0. FinMly, fix no > 0 and w E X.  For large 
natura l  number h i ,  set 
with V n =- ~ (11,- //, 0 -}- 1)U~, noaJ for 17,o < '1~ < I~ 1 , 
L 0, for '11, > ' I l l ,  
U(n+l),noZ~ for ?tO < it < ?Zl~ 
f = {fn}, with Lz = - ( 'n l  - ' i t0  + 1)U(,z+,),,~oz, for ,t = n l ,  
0, for 'n > 'nt. 
Then "v,,, fn solve equation (1.2) with ,~ >_ n0 > 0 and v ¢ loo([,zo, oo), X) .  Set f,, = 0 for 
0 _< r~ < 'no. Then f ~ loo(N,X)  by assumption there exists w ~ 1< such that  Tw = f .  
By the definition of T, w~ is a solution of equation (1.2). In part icular ,  {'wn}~o_<n<oo 
satisfies (1.2) as well. Thus, 
Since, for no < n < oc, we have {vn - w~z}.~>,~o  /c~(['no, oo), X) ,  this implies a: - w,~ o c 
Xo('no). On the other hand, since wo = w ° + w I with w ~ E Xk(O), w~ o = U~o,ow ° + 
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(D) 
U,~o,OW 1, and by (3.2) we have Un,~o wk E Xk(no), k = 0, 1. Hence, x = x - who + W~o E 
Xo(no) + Xl(no). This proves (C). 
Let P,, be the projections from X onto Xo(n) with kernel X l (n ) ,  n > 0. Then (3.2) 
implies that  Pn+lU(n+l)n = U(n+I)~P~ or AnP~ = Pn+lAn for n _> 0. From (3.2), (3.3), 
and A~ = U(~+l)n, we obtain that  A~ : kerP,~ -~ kerP~+l,  n >_ 0 is an isomorphism. 
Finally, by (3.3), Theorem 2.1, and the assmnption 0 ~ Act(T0), there exist constants 
N, ~, > 0 such that  
[]Un,mXII <_ Ne-"(~-m)[Imll,  for x ~ PinK, n >_ m > O, 
[[Ul,~,nx[] <_ Ne-~(~-m)[[x[I, for x E ker P,~, n >_ rn >_ O. 
Thus, equation (1.1) has an exponential dichotomy. | 
I f  X is a Hilbert space, we need only the closedness of X0 (0). Therefore, we have the following 
corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3. I f  X is a Hilbert space, then the conditions that 0 ~ Act(To) and T is surjective 
are necessary and sufficient for equation (1.1) to have an exponential dichotomy. 
This can be restated as follows. 
If  X is a Hilbert space, then the condition that for all f E leo there exists a solution x E loo of 
equation (1.2) and there exists constant c > 0 such that all of bounded solution z = {xn} (with 
Xo = 0 and f E leo) of equation (1.2) satisfies SUPnEN HXn[I < csuPnEN Hfnll are necessary and 
sufficient for equation (1.1) to have an exponential dichotomy. 
PROOF. The corollary is obvious in view of Corollary 2.2 and Theorem 3.2. | 
I f  X is a finite-dimensional space, then every subspace of X is closed and complemented. 
Hence, by Theorem 3.2, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.4. I f  X is a finite-dimensional space, then the condition that T is surjective is 
necessary and sufficient for existence of exponential dichotomy of equation (1.1). 
4.  APPL ICAT ION TO EVOLUTION FAMIL IES  
In this section, we shall consider evolution families L/ = U(t, s)t>s>0 defined as below. We 
shall characterize the exponential dichotomy of/~ by discretizing the evolution family and using 
the results obtained in previous sections. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A family of operators Lt = (U(t, s))t>s>o on a Banach space X is said to be a 
(strongly continuous, exponential bounded) evolution family on the half-lh~e if 
(i) U(t,t) = Id and U(t,r)U(r,s) = U(t,s) fort > r > s > O; 
(ii) the map (t, s) H U(t, s)x is continuous for every z E X;  
(iii) there are constants K >_ 0 and a E R such that [IU(t,s)[[ <_ Ke ~(t-*) fo r t  > s > 0. 
Then ~(/A) := inf{a E R : there is K _> 0 such that ]IV(t, s)H <_ Ke  ~(t-s), t > s > 0} is called 
the growth bound of Lt. The notion of evolution families arises natural ly when we are concerned 
with "well-posed" evolution equations of the form 
du(t) 
- A(t)u(t), t >_ O, 
dt 
where A(t), for fixed t, is in general unbounded linear operator. For more details on this notion, 
conditions for the existence of such families, and applications to partial  differential equations, we 
refer the reader to [3,7]. 
For an evolution fami ly /d and each to E R+,  we consider the sequence of uniformly bounded 
operators {An(t0)}nEn with An(to) = U(to +n+l , to+n)  and the following difference quations: 
x~+l = A~(to)x~, n E N, (4.1) 
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al ia  
a:,+l = A,~(to)x,~ + J'~, n ~ N. (4.2) 
We shall define the two concepts of exponential dichotomy exponential dichotorn.y and discrete 
e'xponential dichotomy. 
DEFINITION 4.2. An evolution family N = (U(t, s))t>~>o n the Banach space X is said to have 
an exponential cliell, o to~l  if there exist bounded linear projections P(t), t > O, on X and positive 
constants N, ~ such that 
(a) U(t, s)P(~) = P(t )U(t .  s), ~ > s > O; 
(b) the restriction U(t, S)l : kerP(s  ) --* ker P(t),  t > s > 0 is an isomorphism (and we denote 
its inverse by U I (s, t,): ker P(t) --* ker P(s)); 
(c) IIU(t, s):dl _< N~'-"(~-~)llxll for x c P (s )X ,  t > s > o; 
(d) IIUl(.~,0xll <_ Ne-"(~-~)lkrll fo rx  c ker P(f), t > s > 0. 
DEFINITION 4.3. An evolution family/d = (U(L s))t>.~>0 on the Banach space X is saM to have 
a diseret~e xponential dfehotom41 if for each ~o E R+ equation (4.1) has exponential dichotomy 
with family of projection (P~,(to))~EN and positive constants N(to), ~(to). 
DEFINITION 4.4. An evolution fanfily L/ = (U(L s))t>~>0 is said to have an exponential di- 
chotomy (a discrete exponential dichotomy, respectively) in the sense of Sacker and Sell [8] ff 
and only if" it has an exponential dichotomy (a discrete exponential dichotomy, respectively) 
and d imkerP( t )  = k < oc for all t >_ 0 (dimker Pn(to) = k < c)o for all to >_ 0 and n C N,  
respectively). 
From Theorem 3.2, we obtain the following theorem. 
TI1EOREM 4.5. Let ld = (U(t, s))i>,~>o be an evolution family on the Banach space X.  Then the 
following assertions are equivalent. 
(i) /1/ has a discrete exponential dichotomy for each to E R+. 
(ii) For each to ~ R+,  f C l~o, equation (4.2) has at least a solution 'a ~ 1~o and the spaces 
x0(to)(0) := ~.~ e x:  sup IIU(to + n,~o).~ll < ~ 
( hEN ) 
are complemented in X .  
In what follows, we will need the fact that the constants N, u in Definition 4.3 are independent 
of t0. The following lemma supplies a criterion for this. 
LEMMA 4.6. Let the e, volution family ld = (U(t, s))t>~>0 on the Banach space X ha~e a discrete 
exponential dichotomy, l.Ve define a bounded linear operator S(to) : 1~ -~ l~ asfollows: tbr 
:r = {a:,.} e Go. put (S(to):r),, = A,,(to)xn. We denote a complement of X0(to)(0) by X,(to)(0) 
and Y(to) := {('U,~),eN ~ 1oo : v0 E Xl(t0)(0)}. / f  there exists a constant "y > 1 such that 
nS(to)X[[ > 7][xH fbl" all to ~ R+,  a: E Y(to), then the constants N, ~ deterlnined by the discrete 
exponential dichotomy are independent of" to. 
PROOF. For each t0 ~ R, we define the operator L : Y(to) --* 1~ as follows: for .~: {x,,~} ¢ Y(t,o); 
take 
(Lx)~ = :r,+l (the shift operator). 
Then sup{I]xo n,]]xl]], . . . ,] lx,~ll , . . .} _> sup{llxl]],--. ,n.%~n,.-.}, so Ilxn > nfxn. Therefore, for 
:r ¢ Y(to), 
IIT:rll = I I ( L -  S (to))xl l  _> I[S (to):~ll- IILxll _> (v -  1)llxlt. 
Thus, the c:onstant 6 in equality (3.4) can be replaced by "y - 1 which is independent of to- Tfiat 
means the constants N, ~ are independent of to. | 
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THEOREM 4.7. Let Ll = (U(t, s))t>~>0 be an evolution family on the Banaeh space N. f i l l  has 
an exponential dichotomy, then Ll has a discrete exponential dichotomy for each to E R+ with 
projections Pn (to) = P(to + n) and positive constants N, ~ independent of to. 
PROOF. 
(A) An(to)P,,(to) = P,+l(to)A,(to). 
In fact, 
A,,(to)P,,(to) = U(to + n + 1, to + 'n)P(to + n) 
= P(to + n + 1)U(to + n + 1,to + n) = Pn+l(to)A~(to). 
(B) A~(to) :  ker P~.(to) ~ ker P,,+l(to) is an ~somorphism. We denote its inverse by A~l(to). 
This can be derived fl'om the fact that U(to + n + 1, to + n) : ker P(to + ?t) --~ ker P(to + 
n + 1) is an isomorphism. 
(C) If we put U,~ .... = A~-l(to)A~-,2(to)...A,~(to) for n > m and U, ..... = Id, then U ...... = 
U(to + n, to + m) for n > m > 0. Hence, 
I Iu~,.: l l  = IIu (to + ,~, to + .~,)xll _< Ne - ' (~- ' )  I1~:11, 
for x ¢ Pr~(to)N. 
(D) Denoting by Uim,n = A-I(t°)A~*~+I ( t ° ) ' ' ' l '~  A~1-1 (t°) for n > rn and U I ....... 
Utm,n = U I (to + m, to + n). Therefore, 
= Id, we have 
I Iu ,~, : l l  = Irui (to + ,,~,to + "~) ~11 -< N:" ( " - "~) l lx l l ,  
for x E ker Pn(to). i 
THEOREM 4.8. Let bt = (U(t,s))t>~>o be an evolution family on the Banach space X.  If for 
each to c R+,  b/ has a discrete exponential dichotomy in the sense of Sacker and Seli [8] with 
positive constants N, ~ independent of to, then bl has an exponential dichotomy in the sense of 
Sacker and Sell [8]. 
PROOF. We define the family of projections on N as follows: P(to) = Po(to) for all to E R+.  
(A) There exist N1, ul > 0 such that IIU(t,s)zll <_ Nle-",(t-.~)llxll for z E P(s)N. 
In fact, let n E N be such that n _< t -  s < n + 1. Then, for z C P(s)X,  
II u(t, s)zll = II u(t, s + ~Ou(~ + ,~, s)xll _< l(e~Ne -"" ]].~:11 -< KNe~+"e .(t-~)llxlI. 
Hence, putt ing NI := KNe ~+', //'1 :--//, the claim is proved. 
(B) Let No(to):= {x C X :  supt>_to IIg(t, to)mll < oc}, then Xo(to) = P(to)X. 
In fact, from (A), we have P(to)X C Xo(to). Set z ~ P(to)X. Then x = P(to)x + (Id - 
P(to))x with (Id - P(to))z ¢ 0. Therefore, 
IIU (to + n, to) xll = IIU (to + ~, to) P (to) x + U (to + -,, to) (Id - P (to)) .~:11 
_> liU(to +n,  to ) ( Id -  P( to ) )x l t -  IIU(to +n, to)P(to)x[I .  
Since U has a discrete exponential dichotomy, we have [IU(to + n, to)P(to)xiI --, 0 and 
[IU(to + n, to)(Id - P(to))xi[ --~ oc when n ~ oc. Hence, [IU(to + n, to)xll -~ oc when 
n -~ oc. So x ~ Xo(to). Thus, No(to) C P(to)X. Therefore, P(to)X = Xo(to). 
(c )  u(t, to)P(to)X c P(t)x. 
In fact, letting x E P(to)N ** P(to)x = x, then t]U(t, to)x[[ bounded for t _> to. We 
have 
supHUCs, t)U(t, to)xH <_ sup IIU(s, to)~H < o~.  
s>_t s>_to 
Hence, from (B), we get U(t, to)z E P(t)N. 
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(D) U(t, to)l kerP(t0)  is one to one. 
In fact, for the purpose of contradiction let 0 ¢ x c ker P(to) : U(t, to)x = 0. Taking 
n ~ N such that to + n > t, we have U(to + n, t)U(t, to)x = 0 or U(to + n, to)x = 0. This 
contradicts the fact that U(to + n, to) : ker P(to) -* ker Pn(to) is isomorphism. 
(E) Because a complement of a complemented subspace of Banach space X is not unique, 
the family (Pn(t0))~eN (precisely, the family of spaces (kerP~(to))~eN) for each to >_ 0 
is not unique. However, we shall point out that for each to _> 0, there exists a family 
(Pn(t0))~<N such that 
U(tl,to)kerPo(to) = ker Po(tl), fort1 >to  >0.  
First, we prove that U(tl, to) ker Po(to) is a closed sub@ace of X. Indeed, taking n E N 
such that  n + 1 > tl - to _> n, for all y E ker Po(to), we have 
I (e ~ IIU (t,, to) Yll >- IIU (to ÷ n ÷ 1, tl) U (tl, to) Yll 
= Ilg(t0 +n+ 1,t0)yH >_ Ne(n+*>llyl[. 
Hence ,  
Ilu(tt,to)yll >_ Ne-%(n+l>llYll _> Ne-%"(tl-t°)llY]l. (4.3) 
From this inequality and the closedness of kerPo(to), we easily derive that the space 
U(tl, to)ker Po(to) is a closed subspace of X.  
Now we prove U(tl ,to)kerPo(to)n Xo(tl) = 0. Indeed, suppose that x c U(tl,to) 
kerPo(to)NXo(tt). Then from the definition of Xo(t l) ,  we have that suPt>_ H I[U(t, t )xll = 
M < co. Since x E U(tl, to)ker Po(to), there exists y E ker Po(to) such that  x = U(tl, to)y. 
By inequality (4.3), we have 
M > IlU(t, tl)Xl] ]]u(t,h)U(t,,to)yll = Ilu(t, to)yll > Ke-%~(t-t°)lJyj], 
for all t _> tl >_ to. Therefore, y = 0, and thus, x = 0. 
Since U(tl, to)l ker Po(to) is one to one, we have 
dim U (t 1, to) ker No (to) = dim ker Po (to) = k = dim ker Po (t 1 )' 
That  means we have 
X : Xo( t l )  @ g(tl, ~o) ker Po(to). 
Hence, we can take Po(tl) as the projection on to Xo(tl) with 
ker Po(t,) = U(tl, to) ker Po(to). 
Therefore, 
U(tl,to) ker Po(to) = ker Po(tl), for tl _> to > 0. 
From (D) and (E), we have U(t, to) : ker P(to) ~ ker P(t) is an isomorphism and we denote its 
mverse by U I (to, t) :ker P(t) --+ ker P(to), for t >_ to >_ 0. 
(F) liUl(to,t)xll < Nle-,,l(t-to)llxll for x C kerP(t )  and t _> to _> 0. 
In fact, first we prove that for t > s > 0 with 0 _< t -  s < 1, there exists 0 < M < ec 
such that  nUl(s,t)xII <_ MI[x[I for x E kerP(t) .  Indeed, since Ul(s,t)x ~ kerP(s )  for 
x E ker P(t), we have 
Ke~llxH ~ llU(s -~ 1,t)xll = [tU(s + 1,8)Ul(s,t)x H > Ne ~ IIUl(s,t)xll. 
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Hence, IlUl(s,t)xll ~ (K /N)e~- ' I I z ] I  for z • ker P(t) ,  so we may take M := (K /N)e  ~- ' .  
Now, lett ing n E N such that n <_ t - to _< n + 1, then 
IIu  <to, t> : IIu  <to, to + <to + .., t> Ne- ' Mllx$1 ~ NMe%-'~<~-~°>/txll" 
Taking N1 := NMe' ,  /21 = //, then the claim is proved. 
(G) U(t, s)P(s) = P(t)U(t,  s). 
In fact, for x E ker P(s)  : U(t, s)P(s)x = P(t)U(t, s)x = 0 and 
Thus, 
x ~ P(s )X :  U(t, s)(Id - P(s))x = (hi - P(t))U(t,  s)z = O. 
U(t, s)P(s)x = P(t)U(t, s)x. 
Therefore, for x ~ X we have x = Xl + x2 with Xl C ker P(s)  and x2 ~ P(s)X .  So, 
U(t, s)P(s )x  = U(t, s)P(s)(x~ + x2) = P(t)U(t, s)(Xl + x2) = P(t)U(t, s).~:. 
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